Bachman – CNY Eats Mor Chiken
((ANCHOR)) :07
It’s a good day to be a chicken sandwich lover in Central New York. NCC’s Justin Bachman is in
Cicero, hopefully not still waiting in line.
((PKG))
((TRACK #1))
(SUPER= Cicero, NY)
(NAT SOUND=register crowd) :05
“It’s about time” is the feeling today as Central New York gets its first ever Chick-Fil-A.
((SOT))
(SUPER=Bill Cook/Drove Two Hours) :08
“Man we’ve been waiting for this for months. We heard about it and we’ve had this on the
calendar. Took the day off of work and came up.
((TRACK #2)) :06
The morning drivethru line was more than 45 minutes long, but it didn’t seem to discourage
anyone.
((SOT)) :03
“How often you gonna be here?” “Every week. At least”
((TRACK)) :08
Jimmer szatkowski is the owner and man responsible to bringing the restaurant to cicero.
Originally from Medina, New York, Jimmer says its good to be home.
((SOT)) (Jimmer Szatkowski / Owner) :08
“It’s really surreal. I consider it a great blessing to be able to return home to upstate New York,
and to be able to bring Chick Fil A with me and have this opportunity to impact the community.
((TRACK)) :07
Some restaurants have a secret menu. I couldn’t get Jimmer to spill the beans, but he sure
made it seem real.
((SOT)) :04
“We do anticipate were gonna have raving fans come in here and make special requests”
((TRACK)) :02

You can see a full list of those “special requests” on the NCC news website.
((STANDUP))
(SUPER= Justin Bachman/Reporting) :17
Whether it’s in the store or through the drive-thru, these lines are crazy long, but everyone I’ve
talked to says the food is absolutely worth is, now I just have to see for myself. Line’s moving,
gotta go. In cicero, Justin Bachman for NCC news”

